Introduction
Many problems of uid mechanics, continuum mechanics, heat conduction or electromagnetic elds are naturally posed in unbounded domains. Unfortunately, these formulations are not quite practical and convenient from the point o f v i e w o f n umerical simulation. Therefore, the unbounded domain is usually replaced by a smaller bounded computational region with an arti cial boundary ;. There is a need to prescribe suitable boundary conditions on ; representing the interaction of the system under consideration inside ; with the system in the exterior of ;. For example, this problem is very topical in uid dynamics in the investigation of exterior ow past bodies or obstacles. A similar problem appears in the case of ow trough ducts or pipes with arti cial boundaries representing their inlets and outlets. We mention, e.g. 28] , where a number of conditions on arti cial boundaries was proposed and investigated.
Another possibility is to simulate the process in the exterior of ; with the aid of a suitable (preferably linear) approximation of the equations describing the process under consideration. This approach often represents the basis for the use of a combined nite element-boundary element method (FEM-BEM) for the numerical simulation of exterior problems. In the interior of an arti cial interface ;, the FEM is used for the solution of the (in general nonlinear) system describing the ow o f i n terest whereas, provided the linear approximation in the exterior region possesses a fundamental solution, the exterior problem can be reformulated with the aid of boundary integral equations on ; (and solved numerically by BEM). The interior and exterior problems are coupled with the aid of suitable transmission conditions on the interface ;. This method has been applied by a n umber of authors to the modeling of various problems in unbounded domains. Let us mention, e.g. 2], 4], 7], 11], 26] which contain theory of the combined BEM and FEM, as well as applications to inviscid compressible subsonic or transonic uid ow and elasticity or heat conductivity problems in unbounded domains.
The subject of particular interest is the simulation of viscous incompressible exterior ow described by the continuity equation and Navier-Stokes equations.
In this case, the nonlinear Navier-Stokes system is used in the interior domain lying inside ;. There are several conceivable approximations for the ow outside ;: -Stokes equations, -Oseen equations, -inviscid Euler (or linearized Euler) equations, -inviscid potential equation.
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The crucial problem associated with the coupled problem describing exterior viscous ow is the choice of the transmission conditions. They should be reasonable from the physical point of view and, on the other hand, there is the need to be able to prove t h e solvability of the coupled problem. For example, in 13] the existence of a solution to a coupled \interior Navier-Stokes -exterior Stokes" problem is guaranteed by the a priori assumption that the normal component of the velocity vanishes on the whole interface ;, which is not quite reasonable from the physical point of view.
In 24], the coupled \Stokes-Stokes" problem was treated together with the continuity of the velocity a s w ell as normal stress on ;. The same transmission conditions were used in 15] , 16] for the coupling \interior Navier-Stokes -exterior Stokes" and \interior Navier-Stokes -exterior Oseen". However, the mentioned transmission conditions allow to prove the existence of the solution only for small data (small Reynolds number and/or small outer volume force). Moreover, the results formulated in 15] , 16] are true only for zero far eld velocity, as can be found by c a r e f u l reading. In addition, the analysis carried out in 15], 16] is restricted to small data because of missing coercivity (a similar di culty appears in 14] for the pipe or duct ow with a \natural" outlet condition).
The mathematical analysis of the coupling of the interior Navier-Stokes problem with the exterior Stokes problem or exterior potential problem is the purpose of the present paper. In both cases we propose new transmission conditions on the articial interface. Under these conditions we o b t a i n i n e a c h case a coercive, nonlinear coupled problem and prove its solvability for arbitrarily large data. In the case of potential ow, however, we exhibit some pathological examples which indicate that this model is overly simplicistic and its inherent modelling error is too large. If the Poincar e-Steklov operator corresponding to the linear, exterior problem is realized by boundary integral operators, the results of the paper represent a theoretical basis for the numerical solution of the exterior coupled problem with the aid of the combined FEM and BEM.
1 Formulation of the problem (1.1e)
We use the standard notation: x = ( x 1 x 2 x 3 ) 2 lR 3 denotes a point of the 3-dimensional Euclidean space with Cartesian coordinates x i (i = 1 2 3), u = (u 1 u 2 u 3 ) i s t h e v elocity v ector with components u i in the directions x i , f the density of outer volume force, > 0 the kinematic viscosity, p the kinematic static pressure, u 1 = ( u 11 u 12 u 13 ) t h e v elocity of the far eld, r = ( @ = @ x 1 @ = @ x 2 @ =@ x 3 ), (1.1b) and (1.1c) are the Navier-Stokes equations and the continuity equation, respectively, a n d u 1 = ; 0 ;, in which w e consider the Navier-Stokes system (1.1b) -(1.1c), a n d a n u n bounded domain + lying outside ;, with @ + = ; a n d into + on ;, see Figure 1 ) and l D(u) is the velocity deformation tensor:
( (1:2i )
It represents a general transmission condition suitable for coupled problems modeling viscous ow. The operator (u + p + ) m ust be speci ed according to the character of the ow model in + . Its choice is governed by the following requirements:
1) It is possible to prove the existence of a (weak) solution to the coupled problem under conditions similar to those ensuring the existence of a solution to the original, nonlinear problem on the unbounded domain. 2) The operator is compatible with the exterior ansatz. As we shall see in Section 5,  In the sequel we w i l l w ork with 3-dimensional vector valued functions. To t h i s end, for a Banach space X with a norm k k we de ne the space X = X 3 = X X X = fu = ( u 1 u 2 u 3 ) u i 2 X , i = 1 2 3g equipped with the norm kuk = which is a closed subspace of H 1=2 (;).
In analogy to (2.12) -(2.14) we i n troduce the following spaces: 
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We proceed similarly in + . Let us assume for now that u 0 = u ; j ; is known and u 0 2 H 1=2 0 (;). The constant function + 3 x 7 ;! u 1 , is a solution of the Stokes system (1.3e -f) with zero pressure and satis es condition (1.3g). Hence, for u + p + from (1.3), the couple (u + ; u 1 p + ) is also a solution of (1.3e -f):
; (u + ; u 1 ) + rp + = 0 i n + Multiplying (3.5a) by a n y v 2 V 0 ( + ), integrating over + , using Green's theorem and the fact that div v = 0 and supp v + is compact, we nd that Notice that (3.6a) implies that u + ; u 1 2 W ( + ) a n d u + 2 H 1 (~ ) for any bounded domain~ + . Hence, 0 u + is well de ned and 0 u + = 0 (u + ; u 1 ) + u 1 = u 0 .
We can immediately formulate the following result: Lemma 3 . 3 a + is a continuous, W 1 ( + );elliptic bilinear form. In what follows we will be concerned with the existence of a weak solution dened in 3.5. Simultaneously we will solve the problem how to specify the operator (u + p + ) in the transmission condition (1.3i). Assuming for now t h a t u ; is known, we solve problem (3.6) with the boundary condition on ; given by (3.10). Let us suppose that the solution u + of (3.6) and the pressure p + associated with u + by With the aid of the Steklov-Poincar e operator , problem 3.5 is reformulated in the following way: Remark 3.6 The choice of the operator is governed by the same criteria as the choice of the mapping (see Section 1). We require that 1) problem (3.12) has at least one solution, 2) operator is compatible with the exterior problem (3.6).
Of course, the choice of (and ) should also be reasonable from the physical point of view.
In order to satisfy the rst requirement, we discuss next the solvability of the abstract problem (3.12). 4 Existence of a solution of the abstract problem In view of (4.12), we immediately get (3.12 b), which w e w anted to prove. We see that is a continuous linear functional on W 1 ( + ).
2) For a given w 2 H 1=2 (;) With this choice of the operator we get a "weak form" of the transmission condition (1.3i) on ; corresponding in a natural way to the Stokes problem as an ansatz for the ow outside ;.
De nition 5.7 We call the mapping de ned by (5.13) and (5.19) the SteklovPoincar e operator associated with the exterior Stokes problem (3.6). (;) (cf., e.g., 27], Chap VII, Theorem I) and h (z n ) ; (z) wi = h^ (z n ; z) wi = h^ w z n ; zi ! 0 a s n ! 1 which w e w anted to prove.
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Summarizing the results in Theorems 4.4 and 5.8, we immediately get the existence of a weak solution of the coupled problem (1.3 6 Remarks on coupling of the Navier-Stokes problem with an exterior potential ow
Experimental experience indicates that viscous e ects are concentrated in many cases in the so-called boundary layer, i.e., in the vicinity o f w alls which form the boundary of the region occupied by the uid, whereas outside the boundary layer the ow e l d h a s a n i n viscid (and even irrotational) character. with a linear inviscid Stokes problem in + is investigated. As we shall show n o w, however, the coupling of Navier-Stokes and potential ow is mathematically well-posed, but can lead nevertheless to some paradoxical situations, from the physical point of view.
We are concerned with the complete Navier-Stokes system in we consider the viscous system (1.3b -c) with the boundary condition (1.3d) and in + we use equation (6.2) . We m ust specify the condition at 1 (analogous to (1.3g)) and the transmission conditions on ; (analogous to (1.3h -i)).
For a prescribed velocity u 1 at 1 we de ne the corresponding velocity potential 1 (x) = u 1 x x 2 l R 3 (6.4) and the condition at 1 will be written as On the basis of the above consideration, we arrive at the following classical formulation of the viscous-inviscid coupled problem: G i v en > 0 f u 1 (6.8b) With the aid of the Lax-Milgram lemma follows the existence and uniqueness of the solution of problem (6.8) .
In summary, the nonlinear coupled problem (1.3b -1.3d), (6.7) and (6.2), (6.5), (6.6) admits at least one weak solution and is therefore well-posed from a mathematical point of view. However, essential physical features may h a ve been lost by adopting exterior potential ow in the far eld. More precisely, (6.7) implies that . Therefore the coupling of Navier-Stokes with exterior potential ow is pathological from a physical point of view and should not be used, even though it gives rise to a mathematically well-posed coupled problem.
Conclusion
Our above considerations clear up in some sense the problem of the choice of suitable boundary conditions on the arti cial boundary ;, when we decide to truncate problem (1.1) to a bounded domain The operator is de ned according to the approximation of the ow outside ;.
As we h a ve s h o wn in the case of exterior potential ow, care must be taken in the selection of the ow model in + , since not every mathematically w ell-posed model gives rise to physically meaningful results.
A similar approach can also be used in the case of a channel ow when the problem in an in nite channel is truncated to one in a bounded channel separated from the unbounded parts by surfaces ;. Then condition (7.1) can again be used. It involves various arti cial boundary conditions proposed, e.g., in 3], 14]. According to Remark 3.6, the choice of should guarantee the existence of a solution of the interior problem in ; with the arti cial boundary condition (7.1). In this paper we h a ve proposed and analyzed two possibilities of the construction of the operator satisfying this requirement.
